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The Farm is thriving!
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DONORS SINCE THE JUNE BULLETIN
We met our budgetary goal, thanks to all donors!
GOLD $1,500+
Laura & Daniel Gold
SILVER $100 - $1,499
Emily Sack & Robert Schloss
SUPPORTER $750 - $999
Budget Blinds
Helen Chuckrow & Richard Langeloh
Liz & Alan Legatt
TREE OF LIFE $400 -$749
Ellen & Jack Freeman
Susan & Alan Grotenstein
Abbe & Deane Marcus
Barbara & Mark Nackman

TEAM CSI - up to $399
Benji & Arthur Baer
Merrie Daitch
Roberta Freilich
Marcy Gray
Ellen Johnson
Janice & Barry Kirschner
Corzaon Loteyro
Ekaterina Milchtein & Konstantin Millerman
Mara & Gregory Mortman
Sharon Orenstein
Debby Kittay-Parker & Josh Parker
Gail & Barry Perlow
Rosalyn Rappaport
Jennifer & Stuart Rosen
Beth & Marc Roth
Rebecca & Doug Schiz
Barbara & Henry Schoenfeld
Lois Gimpel Shaukat
Gail Sider
Celiane & Mark Silverstein
Hedi & Ed Sperling
Debra Young
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TISHA B’AV SERVICES
Wednesday, July 29th at 8:45pm
Thursday, July 30th at 8am.
ZOOM LINK WILL BE SENT
Tisha B’av (The Ninth of Av) is a day of mourning and fasting. The holiday commemorates
various tragedies that befell the Jewish people throughout history, particularly the destruction of the two Temples in 586 BCE and 70 CE. It is believed that many of the tragedies remembered on Tisha B’Av actually occurred on this date. Tisha B’av is the culmination of a
three-week period of mourning.

How is Tisha B’av observed?
Tisha B’Av requires some of the same prohibitions as Yom Kippur, including eating or drinking, bathing, anointing the body with oil, wearing leather shoes, etc. However, Tisha B’Av
does not carry the same prohibitions as Shabbat. The day is observed by chanting the book
of Lamentations and reciting mourners’ prayers, while sitting on the ground or on stools.
As a day of mourning, one is expected to refrain from smiling, laughing, or chatting idly.
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WITH A CHICK CHICK HERE, AND A CHICK CHICK THERE!

The CSI Organic Farm continues to expand to accommodate the increasing
participation of CSI members and to deal with the needs of the community.
Last week, the Farm welcomed 12 new baby chicks to its coops and fenced-in
areas. The chicks are now 10 weeks old, full of energy and excitement, exploring their new surroundings, flapping their tiny wings and launching themselves
into the air to practice their new flying skills, while consuming vast quantities of
chick feed. They are of great entertainment value, but the existing flock, who are quarantined in a separate
section of the run, are already tired of the youthful antics of the newcomers.
The chicks were born on May 1 and joined their CSI lives on May 4 as small balls of fluff, sitting under heat
lamps, in a homemade brooder box in the warm basement of a CSI farm volunteer home in Chappaqua.
They quickly became stars of the CSI Nursery School Zoom classes during May and June, as their teachers
screen-shared videos of the chicks' weekly development and they became absolute favorites of the children.
Within 2 weeks, the brooder box was becoming rather crowded and so a plan was devised to build a much
larger enclosure to be housed in the CSI member’s garage to allow for more space and ventilation. Leftover wood, scraps of chicken wire and plywood were hastily measured and drilled together. We
then wheeled the " Chick Palace" (as it was named) on two sets of dollies outside onto the driveway during
the day so the chicks could enjoy the sun and fresh air, but were safe from any predators. It also allowed the
children and families on the block to come and enjoy the chick antics while social distancing in the front of
the house.

CSI congregants have enjoyed the organic eggs that the original flock of chickens have provided for several
years, but with only a remaining flock of 12, the quantities of eggs were limited. The decision was made to
expand our flock. Four breeds were selected for their dependable laying, hardiness in the face of cold winters, friendliness and gentle disposition. Buff Orpington's, the friendliest chicken with a beautiful apricot
plumage and good layers of large brown eggs; Ameraucanas ,with their blue legs and fluffly cheeks and
beards which gives them a comical appearance, but great layers of blue eggs; and; Buck Eyes, the name derived from Ohio's name of Buckeye State, who lay brown eggs, are very active and noted for their vigilant
pursuit of mice (some compare them to cats due to this ability); and finally we have Golden Laces
Wynadottes, which are dependable layers, even in cold weather and are very beautiful with a variety of gold
and black feather patterns.
Congregation Sons of Israel in Briarcliff Manor developed the Organic Farm over the past several years to
create a positive, timely, healthful, and enjoyable adjunct to its religious, spiritual, educational, and recreational programs. It has successfully involved its members with nature, outdoor work, fun activities, nursery
and religious school programs, outdoor religious services and discussions, charitable giving, and a new spiritual connection to our synagogue.
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Farm/ Community Garden
Summer News
The Jewish concept of kavod ha teva – honoring
nature – is on display every summer on CSI property. Our farm and community garden and grape
vines are growing and with much excitement we are
looking forward to our major harvesting (actually we
have already harvested kale and herbs!!) of vegetables and flowers and grapes leading to our first
wine!! What a wonderful and spiritual time this is!
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we were - at the same time - going back to basics in our lives due to the pandemic. We were
reminded that we were slaves, the lowliest of
the low, that we have gone through difficult
times before in our history. This pandemic is
not the first time we encounter challenges and
will probably not be the last, either.

Around that time we were also reminded by
Debra and David (via e-mail and via the CSI
newsletter) of the little bag we received on Tu
B'Shvat, telling us it was time to plant the sunflower seeds in the peat pellets. Being home
due to the pandemic, we suddenly had more
With that in mind, I want to share something
time to do this, time to water, and time to actualwritten by our member, Sonia Kleinman, with her
ly observe. What a miracle to see green
permission. She wrote this in response to the Sissprouts come out of the pellets and see them
terhood celebration of Tu B’Shvat, when we were
grow and - when they were big enough - to go
given tiny sunflower seeds to plant at home and re- to the CSI Farm and deliver them to David for
turn to the farm and let them grow. What a fasciplanting. What a sense of joy to participate in a
nating time watching those little seeds take their
project that could not be done alone. It required
time and grow into plants. Nature is remarkable!
a community, many of us contributing our little
batch of sprouting plants to be planted in a
Sunflower seeds in the time of Covid 19
shared space.
Tu B'Shvat is celebrated when it is still winter
From Pesach to Shavuot we count the Omer day
and it requires faith to trust that spring will arafter day. And now Shavuot is around the corrive and that what is dormant under the ground ner. A different way of counting time, perhaps
will come to life again. It requires a leap of faith counterbalancing the coronavirus with a way of
(and a little effort) to plant seeds and hope they counting that has to do with spiritual growth,
will grow and will provide beauty and/or food,
sacred counting, counting towards a momennone of which we should take for granted.
tous event of revelation at Sinai, an event that
not only happened long ago, but gets reenacted
This year, as a community, we celebrated Tu
year after year.
B'Shvat and we were given a little bag from the It became clear that all these holidays were not
CSI Farm with pellets and sunflower seeds,
standing on their own, but were rather intimatewhich was Ryna's idea! It sounded like a nice
ly connected and that one without the other
little project to do on our windowsills (if we ever lacked meaning.
found the time in our rushed lives to actually do
it and water the seeds every day...)
The Jewish holidays are closely connected to
nature and the seasons, to natural rhythms, to
Then the coronavirus entered our lives and
spiritual work. Pesach does not mean much
caused us all to stay at home and observe sowithout Shavout: Why would we just attain
cial distancing. Nobody knew how long it would physical freedom if not followed by the possibiltake, nor how to count the time; we went from
ity of spiritual freedom, offered to us through
day to day, and still do. Uncertainty became
the giving and receiving of the Torah? To be
part of our lives.
truly free from bondage, we need both physical
Then Pesach came along and we celebrated our and spiritual freedom. And for that we are
freedom from slavery, this year with fewer
guests around the table or none at all, connecting with loved ones via Zoom and eating matCONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
zah, the flat bread of humility and affliction, as
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asked to engage in an ongoing process of learning and growth. Like those sunflower seeds,
our souls need tending so that they can grow and bloom.
May the sunflower seeds we each started in our homes flourish at the CSI Organic Farm! And
perhaps not just the sunflower seeds? Perhaps the time between Tu B'Shvat and Shavout also
offered us a time and an opportunity for growth?
We belong to a tradition that encourages us to grow and offers us opportunities to do so, individually and communally, a tradition that connects us to nature and the seasons, a lifeaffirming tradition in the midst of the pain and the losses wrought by the pandemic. It is a tradition which offers us a way to count in such a way that each day counts, and also each one of
the seeds planted counts.
The sunflower seeds given to us by CSI's Organic Farm seemed tiny, yet they carried within
them a lesson about faith: That in the midst of winter we could imagine nature blooming
again. They showed us a path to counteract despair, encouraging us to continue planting and
believing in the process of growth, whether tending to the soil of the earth or the soil of our
souls. May we find ongoing connections between each holiday and healing through the many
opportunities offered to us by the cycle of the Jewish year!
Thank you CSI Organic Farm for the sunflower seeds you gave us on Tu B'Shvat!
Chag Shavuot Sameach!

Thank you to Sonia for this beautiful letter. And to all, Come visit the farm and community garden and
share with our community the beauty of nature!!
Jill Greenstein

WHERE IT ALL GOES...
The CSI Organic Farm produces hundreds of pounds of produce
each season. This year will be even more productive given the work that’s been done
over the past few years. Our soil is fertile, and our crops are increasing!
As is our way, the CSI community will donate as much as possible to food pantries
and others in need in our local community. Please contact David or Ryna
if you are available to help with picking, packing and /or delivering.
WE’LL ALSO BE SELLING ON THE FARM ON TUESDAYS.
WE’LL SEND EMAILS TO LET YOU KNOW WHAT WE’VE GOT
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SUNDAY MINYAN Zoom Link
TALMUD WITH RABBI KANE Zoom Link
MONDAY & THURSDAY MINYAN Zoom Link This is also the link for Tisha B’Av services on Thursday morning, 7/30 at 8am
TISHA B’AV EVENING SERVICE, WEDNESDAY, 7/29 AT 8:45pm Zoom Link
FRIDAY KABBALAT SHABBAT Zoom Link (might be different on Friday, 7/10, we will let you know)
SHABBAT MORNING STREAMING LINK
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SISTERHOOD

For a Sweet New Year!
Rosh Hashanah Honey Fundraiser
"Honey From The Heart"
This distinctive 8 ounce jar of kosher honey arrives in time
for Rosh Hashanah for orders placed by 9/4.
They are lovely gifts to give to celebrate the New Year.
Each jar is decorated with a festive label and includes a personalized card reading
"L'Shana Tova - Wishing you a Healthy and Happy New Year."

This card also lets the recipient know that a donation has been made in their honor to
Congregation Sons of Israel Sisterhood.
Shipping is free for orders placed through 7/22.
After 7/22: Your cost is $12.00 per jar, plus $5 shipping and handling within the U.S.
We will gladly mail your orders outside the US for an additional fee.
Every time you support the Sisterhood, you support CSI.

To order honey go to www.orthoney.com/CSI, click on the
honey link and follow the step-by-step instructions.
Every jar of honey purchased benefits the work of ORT America
and individual Jewish organizations throughout the United States.
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
Robin Ginsberg 941 1507 robsamg@optonline.net

Beth Levine 941 9221 hl2151@msn.com
Thank you for your continued support of CSI Sisterhood
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SISTERHOOD

SISTERHOOD MEMBERSHIP FORM
2020/2021

Being a member of CSI Sisterhood is…
◈

About making friendships while enhancing your personal development

◈

About being respected for your individuality while being part of a group that shares the same goals

◈

About supporting CSI and each other

◈

About being a member of the Women’s League of Conservative Judaism network

◈

Your membership is vital to help our Sisterhood accomplish the many programs and goals that we
undertake through the year.
CSI MEMBER ANNUAL DUES: $36
NON-MEMBER ANNUAL DUES: $54
Checks should be made payable to CSI Sisterhood
Please send this form along with payment to:
Annleah Berger
10 Charlotte Court, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510

NAME:________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________________________________

PHONE:_______________________________________________________________________________

EMAIL: ______________________________________________________________________________
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+
IN THE CSI COMMUNITY

Last month, during our Kabbalat Shabbat service recognizing LGBTQ Pride, several
special readings were added for the occasion. We were delighted that CSI Past President
and founding Chair of the Pride Committee, Andy Kagan, Zoomed in to join the service
and read a wonderful Blessing for Pride. Clare Rosen shared an excerpt from a sermon
by Rabbi Matthew Gewirtz that she found very meaningful. Also, I read a poem at the
beginning of the service that I would like to share with everyone.
TWILIGHT PEOPLE
As the sun sinks and the colors of the day turn, we offer a blessing for
the twilight, for twilight is neither day nor night, but in-between.
We are all twilight people. We can never be fully labeled or defined.

We are many identities and loves, many genders and none.
We are in between roles, at the intersection of histories,
or between place and place.
We are crisscrossed paths of memory and destination,
streaks of light and swirled together.
We are neither day nor night. We are both, neither, and all.
May the sacred in-between of this evening suspend our certainties,
soften our judgments, and widen our vision.
May this in-between light illuminate our way to the God who
transcends all categories and definitions.
May the in-between people who have come to pray be lifted up into this twilight.
We cannot always define; we can always say a blessing.
Blessed are You, God of all, who brings on the twilight.

---Rabbi Reuben Zellman

**********************************
You are welcome to join the committee at any time, just let me know.
Suzanne Haber
Pride Committee Chair
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DONATIONS
CANTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Thank you for your hard work during the pandemic
In memory of Philip Honigman
In memory of Sam Ackerman
Thank you to Cantor Shiovitz
In memory of Paul Kirwin
In honor of the engagement of David Shiovitz & Gina Hotz
In honor of the engagement of David Shiovitz & Gina Hotz

Margery & Michael Kirsch
Lisa & Larry Honigman
Marsha & Stephen Ackerman
Corazon Loteyro
Eleanor & Michael Frey
Janice & Barry Kirschner
Sylvia & Susan Eisenstein

CARING COMMUNITY FUND
In memory of Charlotte Schluger
In memory of Fanny Rappaport
In memory of Etti Cziment
In memory of Robert Mandel
In memory of Ben Levin
In memory of Donald Davis
In memory of Toby Kazin
In honor of Merrie Daitch
In memory of Etti Cziment
In memory of Arthur Lerner

Clare Rosen
The Rappaport Family
Roberta & Doron Bar-Levav
Roberta & Doron Bar-Levav
Roberta & Doron Bar-Levav
Roberta & Doron Bar-Levav
Iris & Joel Kazin
Clare Rosen
Esther Schwartz
Susan Lerner

EDUCATION DIRECTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In memory of Sam Ackerman

Marsha & Stephen Ackerman

ETZ CHAIM - TREE OF LIFE FUND
In honor of Melissa & David Kogan’s Anniversary
In memory of Charlotte Schluger
In memory of Charlotte Schluger
In memory of Anna Freilich
In memory of Donald Davis
In memory o Mildred Auslander
In memory of Morton Diamond
In memory of David Kaplan
In honor of the completion of Steve Bender’s presidency

Renee Kogan
Ali & Philip Edelstein
Rochelle & Marc Auslander
Roberta Freilich
Rochelle & Marc Auslander
Rochelle & Marc Auslander
Susan & Peter Diamond
Eleanor & Michael Frey
Helene & Adam Rude

RACHEL GREENSTEIN CHILDREN’S RESOURCE LIBRARY FUND
In memory of Kathe Frey
In memory of Ben Levin
In memory of Robert Mandel
In memory of Florence Kim
In memory of Maxine Gervey
In memory of Muriel Goldstein
In memory of Etti Cziment

Eleanor & Michael Frey
Audrey Steven Bender
Audrey & Steven Bender
Audrey & Steven Bender
Audrey & Steve Bender
Audrey & Steven Bender
Audrey & Steven Bender
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DONATIONS - CONTINUED
GILBERT KAVY MEMORIAL BUILDING FUND
In memory of Sam Ackerman
In memory of Jan Kavy
In memory of Leonard E. Rosenberg

Marsha & Stephen Ackerman
Audrey & Steven Bender
Clare Rosen

IRA KESTENBAUM BEAITUFICATION FUND
In memory of Ira Kestenbaum
In memory of Jack Calderon

Ilene & Jeff Calderon
Elene & Jeff Calderon

ORGANIC FARM FUND
In memory of Charlotte Schluger
In memory of Donald Davis
In memory o f Sidney Kanengiser
In memory of Morris Berger
In memory of Ben Lustig
In memory of Ben Lustig
In memory of Charlotte Schluger
In memory of Sadie Eisenstein
In memory of Morris Leider

Charles Sherman
Gail Perlow
The Yoken Family
Abbe & Deane Marcus
Erica, Jon & David Kolbrener
Audrey & Steven Bender
Sylvia & Susan Eisenstein
Sylvia & Susan Eisenstein
Sylvia & Susan Eisenstein

PRAYER BOOK FUND
In memory of Leah Slotnick
In memory of Etti Cziment

Erica, Jon & David Kolbrener
Erica, Jo & David Kolbrener

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Thank you for your hard work during the pandemic
Thank you for the Five Things Class
In memory of Stuart Gray
In memory of Sam Ackerman
Thank you to Rabbi Kane
Thank you to Rabbi Kane
In memory of Donald Davis

Margery & Michael Kirsch
Mara & Greg Mortman
Marcy Gray
Marsha & Stephen Ackerman
Corazon Loteyro
Lois & Perry Lerner
Gail & Barry Perlow

STUDY IN ISRAEL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Thank you to Neil Schluger for the Covid-10 updates

Helene & Adam Rude
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LIFE CYCLE EVENTS
Mazal Tov to Robyn & Cantor Jeffrey Shiovitz on the engagement of their son David to Gina Hotz.
Condolences to Gail Perlow on the loss of her father, Donald Davis.
Condolences to Andrew Rotter on the loss of his father, Martin Rotter.
Condolences to Neil Schluger o n the loss of his mother, Charlotte Schluger

July Wedding Anniversaries
CELEBRANT
Jennifer & Marc Horowitz
Henry & Susan & Henry Hartman
Rhonda Rosenbaum & William Drucker
Rochelle & Marc Auslander
Nancy & Gary Turer
Meredyth & Jonathan
Melissa & David Kogan
Hayley & Glenn Ludwig
Linda & Gregg Lanier
Lori & Irwin Kavy
Orit & David Daly

DATE
1
3
4
5
5
6
7
10
20
25
25

Celebrant
Emma Nirenberg
Benjamin Schifrin
David Schifrin
Aidan Kovar
Jordan Fink
Rory Fink
Adin Fijman
Caleb Fijman
Hannah Nirenberg

YEARS
19
35
35
57
38
23
29
16
14
44
21

Date
5
10
10
23
26
26
28
28
29

Age
13
12
12
13
10
10
11
11
10
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John R. Gualtiere
Owner

Hudson Landscapes
Proudly Serving CSI and its
community for over

General & Cosmetic
Dentistry for Adults
and Children

20 years


Lawn Maintenance Programs



Tree Care Services



Complete Landscape Design and
Installations



Irrigation Systems Installed and
Maintained



61 Sunset Drive
Briarcliff Manor, NY

Masonry Services – Patios, Walkways,
Walls, Outdoor Kitchens



Excavation and Site Services



Drainage Specialists



Custom Fertilization Programs for
Lawns and Trees



Snow Removal

(914) 923-9107

Hi-tech Dentistry
with a Caring Touch!
(914) 941-1890

